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WEAKLY ALMOST PERIODIC FUNCTIONALS CARRIED

BY HYPERCOSETSf)

BY

CHARLES F. DUNKL AND DONALD E. RAMIREZ

Abstract. For G a compact group and H a closed normal subgroup, we show that

a weakly almost periodic (w.a.p.) linear functional on the Fourier algebra of G\H

lifts to a w.a.p. linear functional on the Fourier algebra of G.

In the case of a compact abelian group G, the dual of a closed subgroup can be

identified with a quotient group of the whole dual G. If G is not abelian, and H is a

closed normal subgroup, then an identification space, H, of the dual of H, H, can

be identified with a hypercoset structure on G. Let HL be the set of elements of G

whose kernel contains H. (Recall G is the set of equivalence classes of continuous

unitary irreducible representations of G.) Then H is identified with the set of hyper-

cosets of HL, with the trivial representation /f-> {1} of course identified with HL

itself. As in the abelian case, the Fourier algebra A(G) of G splits into a direct sum

of y4(G//F)-modules, one for each hypercoset of H1. Again A(G/H) itself corre-

sponds to H1. We show here that each of these modules is finitely generated, and

use this result to show that weakly almost periodic (w.a.p.) linear functionals on

A(G/H) lift to w.a.p. linear functionals on A(G) (the set of such is denoted W(G)).

We show that if G has an infinite abelian homomorphic image, then the space of

Fourier-Stieltjes transforms of measures on G is not dense in W(G), and W(G)

is not equal to áf"°(G), the dual of A(G). We will use some of the methods developed

in our previous paper on w.a.p. functionals [6].

1. Notation and hypercosets. Let G be a compact nonabelian group. Using our

previous notation [3, Chapters 7, 8] we let G denote the set of equivalence classes

of continuous unitary irreducible representations of G. For aeG, choose Ta e a,

then Ta is a continuous homomorphism of G into U(na), the group of na x na

unitary matrices where na is the dimension of a. We use Ttt(x)i} to denote the

matrix entries of Ta(x), Iii, jina, and Taij to denote the (continuous) function

x\-^-Ta(x)tj. Let Va = Sp {Tatj : lii,jina} (where Sp denotes the linear span),

then Va is an «^-dimensional space of continuous functions invariant under left
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and right translation by G. Further let xa(x)=trace(Ta(x)) = 2?=iTa(x)ii. The

function Xa is called the character of a and it, as well as Va, is independent of the

choice of Ta e a.

For a, ß e G one can form the tensor product Ta ® TB of the two representations.

This tensor product decomposes into irreducible components: Ta®Tß

= 2yeG Maß(y)Ty, where Maß(y)=iaxaXisXydmG, a nonnegative integer (mG is the

normalized Haar measure on G). This decomposition can also be written in the

form XaXe = Zy Mae(y)xy (a finite sum). For E, F<^ G, we define

E <g) F = {y e G : MaS(y) ^ 0, some a e E, ß e F}.

This operation makes G into a hypergroup. For each a e G, there is a conjugate

â e G such that xs(x) = (xÁx)) ~ (x e G). If £■<= G and E ® £<= £, then £ is called a

subhypergroup, and if further E={â : a e £}<=£ then E is called a normal sub-

hypergroup.

For any set S^G, let S1 = {a e G : S <= kernel Ta} then S1 is a normal subhyper-

group. For E<=G, let EL = i)aeE (kernel T„), a closed normal subgroup of G.

Helgason [7] has shown that if TT is a closed normal subgroup of G then (TT1)1 = TT.

If E is a normal subhypergroup of G and ae G then a® Eis called a hypercoset

of E. We will prove later that G is the disjoint union of hypercosets of E.

Let A'be an «-dimensional complex inner product space. Let &(X) be the space

of linear maps: X-> X. The operator norm of A eSS(X) is defined to be ||^||oo

= sup {\At\ : f e X, |f| á 1}. The trace of A is defined to be Tr .4 = 2?= i (Mi, 6)

where {&}"=1 is any orthonormal basis for X and (•, ■) is the inner product in X.

We define the dual norm to || • || œ by

Mili = sup{|TrL4Ä)| : Be®(X), \B\X è 1}-

One can show that ||y4||1 = Tr (|^4|), where \A\ ={A*A)112.

Let </> be a set {¡¡>a: ae G, </>tt e ¿$(Cn°>), supa \</>u\ „ < co}. The set of all such </>

is denoted by ££"°{G). It isa C*-algebra under the norm ||^||00 = sup {||</>J„„ : aeG}

and coordinatewise operations (* denotes the operator adjoint).

Let &\0) = {4>e&-(0): ||0||1 = Z«e/i.||^.||i<oo}. Then X^G) with the

norm || • \\x is a Banach space and its dual may be identified with f£x(G) under the

pairing i</>, ^y = 2. na Tr (</>M {</> e <£\G), «/. e £<°{G)). Let p.eM(G), the

measure algebra of G, then the Fourier transform of p., fi, is the function a\-+ fia

= íGTa{x-1)dp.{x) {aeG), and ße^""(G) with U/lH«,^ ||/*||. If feC(G) (the

continuous functions on G), then/a = J*G Ta(x~1)f(x) dmG(x) (a e G).

We will now define A(G), the Fourier algebra of G. Let

A(G) = {feC(G):fetf1(G)},

then A(G) is in fact isomorphic to ^\G), since for </> e ^\G) the function f(x)

= IaeênaTr(<paTa(x)) (xeG) is continuous and f=</>. Put ||/|U= ll/||i- Further
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A(G) is a (commutative) Banach algebra under the pointwise operations on G;

and its dual is 3?°°(G), under the pairing

</, 4>> = 2 "° Tr if M      ific A(G), </> e £ -(G)) ;
a

for proofs see [3, p. 93].

Definition 1.1. For cbeä"c(G) define the carrier of (/>, crcf> = {aeG : <f>a^0}.

For E^G, let ä"°(E) = {</>e ^(G) : cr <f><=E}, and let A(E) = {feA(G) : cr/cF}.

In fact A(E) is the closed span of {Va : ae E}.

Proposition 1.2. The spaces A(E), £c G, are exactly the closed subspaces of

A(G) which are invariant under left and right translation by G. The dual of A(E) is

£f°(E).

Proposition 1.3. Let E, F<=G, then the closed linear span of

{fig:fieA(E),geA(F)}
is equal to A(E ® F).

Corollary 1.4. For F<=6\ A(E) is a subalgebra of A(G) if and only if E is a

subhypergroup. Further A(E) is a conjugate-closed (fv^f) subalgebra of A(G) if and

only if E is a normal subhypergroup, and in that case

A(E) = {fie A(G) : fifaxh2) = f(x), for all hx, h2 eE1,xe G},

the functions in A(G) constant on cosets of F1, a closed normal subgroup ofi G.

Corollary 1.5. If E is a finite subhypergroup of G then E is normal.

Proof. In fact A(E) is a finite dimensional subalgebra of a conjugate closed

algebra A(G) and is thus itself conjugate-closed (since the maximal ideal space of

A(E) is a finite set).    □

Remark 1.6. The Fourier algebra of a compact group G is the subject of

[3, Chapter 8]. Helgason [7] constructed the duality between normal subhyper-

groups of G and closed normal subgroups of G. Translation-invariant uniformly

closed linear subspaces of C(G) are discussed by Rider in [9]. What is observed by

Iltis [8], that finite subhypergroups are normal, is implicit in Rider [9, p. 980].

2. Restrictions of representations to normal subgroups. In this section, G

denotes a compact group, and H denotes a closed normal subgroup of G. Define

H similarly to G, and denote the character of y e H by £y, and let F^ e y. Denote

the normalized Haar measure of H by mH. There exists a natural homomorphism

of G into the group of automorphisms of H; namely, for xe G, let Sxh = xhx~1

(h e H), then Sx is an automorphism of H. Each Sx induces a permutation x on

H such that $XY(h) = $r(Sxh) (heH). Now define an equivalence relation on H

by yx~y2 if and only if y2 = xyx for some x e G fa, y2 e Ê). Denote the set of such

equivalence classes by H. Let a e G then Ta \ H is a continuous unitary representation

of H and thus decomposes:

Ta\H = 2 «J?
yen
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where the ay's are nonnegative integers and only finitely many are nonzero.

Theorem 2.1. Let aeG, then there is a positive integer Na and a class Fa e H

such that

Xa\H =Aa2   Sr
rer„

Further each equivalence class in H is finite.

Proof. This theorem is nothing but the compact group analogue to the well-

known finite groups result (see e.g. [1, p. 278]). We sketch an argument. Write

Xa\H=1.y cy£y Now XaW is invariant under each Sx, xeG, thus if yx~y2 then

cyi = Cy2. It remains to show that if cVl^0 and cy2^0 then yx~y2- Now dfi

— 2Zyera îy dmH is a central measure in M(G), and for any a e G, p. is orthogonal to

either all or none of the diagonal entry functions. If y $ Fa, then

|    íJ% Ù dmH = 0.
Jh       \yera     I

Thus the class FaeHis uniquely determined and is evidently finite. However

any y e H appears in the restriction of some aeG (induced representation argu-

ment) and thus any class in H is finite.    □

Corollary 2.2. For any a,fieG, either nBxa\H=naxe\H or §H xaxe dmH=0.

Proof. For a,fieG, if ra = rá then na/Na = %eTa^y(e) = ne/Ne (e is identity in

G). If ra / Fe, then jH xaXß dmH = 0 by the orthogonality relations for characters

ofH.    D

Remark 2.3. Rider uses this corollary in [10].

Remark 2.4. For a e G, a e H1 if and only if ra = {{l}} ({1} denotes the trivial

representation 7/->-{l}), and in this case, Xa\H=n0l = Na.

Theorem 2.5. For a,ßeG, a e ß ® H1 if and only if Fa = FB. Thus G is split

into disjoint hypercosets, and these hypercosets are indexed by H.

Proof. Let a eß ® H1, then there exists some Se HL such that Mß6fa)^0, that

is x$Xô=Xa+<f>, where <f> is some nonnegative integer combination of characters.

Now restrict to H to obtain

n6Ae 2 Sy = Na 2 Sy + 4>\H,

thus ra<=r5, hence ra=rÄ.

Conversely if ra = r/3, then (xa\H)(xs\H)- = l+</> (some <f> as above). (This

follows from the relation Myy({l}) = jH \Çy\2 dmH = l for any yeH.) This implies

that (a®ß)nHL^0. Thus there is a S e HL such that Maß(8)¥=0, but

Magis) =      XaXeXô dma =      XccXeXô dma = Meöfa)
Jg Ja

and so a e fi (g H1.    □
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Observe that the Fourier algebra of G/H is isomorphic to a closed subalgebra

of A(G), namely A(HL) (which we will denote by AH), since (G/H)~ may be identi-

fied with H1. We will now decompose A(G) into a direct sum of v4H-modules.

Theorem 2.6. To each T e H there corresponds a closed subspace Ar of A(G)

which is also an AH-module. Further each fe A(G) has a unique decomposition

/=2re&/r> where fr e Ar and ||/|U = 2reH 11/rlL- Also the A^s are the minimal

closed left and right translation invariant AH-submodules of A(G).

Proof. For T e H, let Er = {a e G : ra=r}, that is, the hypercoset of H corre-

sponding to T. Then put Ar = A(Er). Clearly G is the disjoint union of {Er}rea, so

the decomposition of A(G) follows from the obvious decomposition of ^(G).

Let TeH and choose ae Er then Er = a (g) H1, so that Er 0 HL = Er and thus,

by Proposition 1.3, AH-Ar<=Ar. So Ar is a closed ylH-submodule of A(G). If a

nontrivial closed left and right translation invariant ^-module is contained in

Ar, then it is determined by some nonempty subset F^Er. But if a e F and ß e TT1

then a (g) ß<=F, thus F is a hypercoset, hence equals Er.    □

Remark 2.7. If G is abelian then each Av has a single generator (in the algebraic

as well as the topological sense) over AH. In the general case for T e H and some

a e Er, the functions {Taij : l^i,j-¿na} generate Av topologically, but it is not

clear that they do so algebraically. However the following is true.

Theorem 2.8. Let TeH, then Ar is a finitely generated AH-module, that is there

exists gx,..., gme Ar (some m<ao) so that each feAT may be written as

/= 2im= i kigi, with kxe AH. Further there exists a constant M<co, such that the

functions kt may be chosen with \\kt\\A¿M\\f\\A.

Proof. In a paper of Dunkl [2] the following is shown: let t be a continuous

unitary representation of TT on a finite dimensional space V, and let A(G, V) be

the space of F-valued functions on G with each coordinate function in A(G). Define

M(t) = {fe A(G, V);f(hx) = r{h)f{x) for all « e TT, x e G},

denoted A(t) in [2]. Then M(t) is a finitely generated (algebraically) ^-module.

We now point out the applicability of this theorem to the present situation. Pick

«eT, and let V=Va\H. Recall Va = Sp{Taij : l^ij^nj so that F is a finite

dimensional space of continuous functions on TT, and is in fact the left and right

translation invariant (by TT) space generated by {$y : y e T}. This shows that V

depends only on T, that for any feAv, f\He V, and finally that V is invariant

under each Sx, x e G (that is, if g e V, x e G, then the function « \-^g(xhx~1) is in

V (he TT)). Observe that a continuous unitary representation t of TT is realized on

V, namely right translation, with the inner product on Fgiven by (/ g)H = ¡Hfg dmH

(fi g e V), and t(«)/(«x) =/(«!«) (fe V, h, hx e TT).

We claim that M(r) = Ar, in fact iffe Av then assign to each x e G the function

f(x, •): «i h->/(«ix) = (R(x)f)(hx). Now Ar is invariant under the right translation
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R(x) so R(x)f\He V, thus/(x, -)eV. Further for x e G, h e H,f(hx, hx)=ffahx)

=f(x,hxh) = r(h)fi(x,h1) faeH), that is, f(hx, ■) = r(h)f(x, ■). Finally to check

the coordinate functions of f(x, ■) let geV and consider the function

x h> (f(x, ■), g)H = jHfiihx)ig(h))~ dmH = fi * f(x), where fi is the measure

(gfa1))' dmH(h), and so p.* fie A(G). Conversely, if fie Mfa, so /is of the form

fi(x, h), with/(x, •) e V, then put f(x)=fi(x, e). Thus/e A(G) (by finite dimension-

ality of F, point evaluation is a bounded linear functional). Further for each

xeG let g=R(x)f\H, then g(h)=f(hx)=fi(hx,e)=r(h)fi(x,e)=fi(x, h) so the

function geV, thus feAr. Hence Av = M(t) and thus there exist generators

gi,---,gmeAr (some m<oo).

Now consider the bounded linear map T: AHxAHx ■ ■ ■ xAH (m copies)-> Ar

defined by T(kx, ■ ■ -, km) = J_f=1 ktgt. By the above paragraph Fis onto and so by

the open mapping theorem there exists M < co such that {T(kx,. . ■, km) : \\ k¡ || A i M}

^{feAT: \\fi\\Ail}.   D

3. Homomorphisms. Let n be a continuous homomorphism of a compact

group G into a compact group K, and let H be the kernel of n. Then n induces the

map nx. C(K) -> C(G), given by nxfi(x)=fi(nx), fie C(K), xeG. The adjoint of

nx, denoted by n*, takes M(G) into M(K). Further nx maps A(K) into A(G), since

A(K) is spanned by the continuous positive definite functions and these are pre-

served by nx. Also nx\A(K) is a bounded operator on A(K) since eachfie A(K) is a

sum f=fix-fi2 + i(fi-fii), fit positive definite and ?.Kifi(e)i2\\f\\A. Finally the

adjoint of nx\A(K) is a bounded map n : J5?œ(G) into &m(Ñ). Let ~#(G), .#(£)

be the closures of M(GT, M(K)~ in 3"°(Ô) and ^°°(^) respectively.

Proposition 3.1. ZJi(GfaJt(K).

Proof. Let fi,eM(G), then ß satisfies the following: </, fi)> = ¡af(x'1) dp(x),

fie A(G). Now let g e A(K), then

{g, nß} = fag, A> =  I    gfa'1) dfi(x) =  I    ¿KA:"1) dn*fi(k) = ig, (n*fi)}.
Ja JK

Thus nß = (n*fi)~ e M(K)^. The continuity of n finishes the proof.    □

Observe that n factors into G -> G/H -> Â', where G//F is identified with a

closed subgroup of K. Further M(G/H) is identified with a closed subalgebra of

M(G), namely mH * M (G) (note wH is an idempotent, see [3, Chapter 9]). Also

&m((G/HT)^2"°(Hl) and M((G/H)~)^M(G) n £"°(Hl) (since mH is the

projection of ä"°(G) onto ^"(H1)).

Finally t? takes M(G) onto ^#(£), or J5f "(G) onto «Sf"^) if and only if n maps

G onto K, for otherwise ttG is a proper closed subgroup of K, and ^ e n£Cx(G)

if and only if spt </><^nG (where the support of </>, spt </>, is the least compact subset

E^K with the property that feA(K), f=0 on a neighborhood of F implies

</,"£>=0).
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Now we investigate the effect of fr on W(G), the weakly almost periodic (w.a.p.)

elements of 3""{G). We state some appropriate definitions and results from our

previous paper [6].

Proposition 3.2. S£m(G) is an A{G)-module. The action is defined by ig,f-<f>y

= <fg,<P> (figeA(G),<pe£"°(G)), and ||/-¿M||/|LIWU. Further cr(fcf,)

c(cr/)" ®cr</>.

Definition 3.3. For (/> e f£™(G), one says that </> is weakly almost periodic if the

map f\-^f(/> is a weakly compact operator of A(G) into ¿£m{G) {feA{G)). The

set of all such </> is denoted by W(G).

Definition 3.4. Let B={feA(G) : ||/|U^1}. For aeG, let Ba = Bn Va. Let

E = {Jana Ba.

Some properties of W(G) (see [6]):

(1) W(G) is a closed submodule of ^(G).

(2) For </> e a""(ô) to be in W(G) it is necessary and sufficient that {/„•</>} have

a weakly convergent subsequence for any sequence {/„}c E(also true if E is replaced

by B).

Theorem 3.5. Let tt be a continuous homomorphism of G into K (compact groups).

Then ttW(G)<= W(K).

Proof. Suppose <f> e W(G), and {/„} is a bounded sequence in A(K). Then {rrxfn}

is a bounded sequence in A(G), and there exists a subsequence such that (Tr1fnj)-(P

converges weakly to </i e ¿¿""(G). But Tr{{TTxfn)■</>)= fnj-(^<p), sofn)-Tr<f> converges

weakly to m/r e =Sf "(À?) (for tt, being strongly continuous, is weakly continuous).

Hence ty e W(R).    D

Henceforth we assume 7r is onto K so we identify K with TT1, and J?"(A*) with

^""(TT1). We have just seen that the restriction map ft: S£°°(G) -> <Sf"(TT1) takes

W(6) into W{K). We will now show that in fact fr{W{G) n £"»{H1)) = W(K).

Definition 3.6. Let {</>„} be a sequence in Sex(Ù). Say </>n -V </> e JâP"(G)

quasi-uniformly if (<¡>n)tt ü> </>a for each aeG, and for each e>0, N=l, 2, 3,...,

there exist integers mx,..., mk^N, such that minliiSfc \\(<f>mt)a — </>a\\m <<= for each

aeG.

Theorem 3.7 [6]. Let {<£„}<=.$?»(£). Then </>n JL> <f> e &°°(G) weakly if and only

if supn || </>n || a, < oo, and every subsequence of {</>n} converges quasi-uniformly to <f>.

Theorem 3.8. Let</>e W(K), that is, <f> e £¿"°{HL), andfor each boundedsequence,

{fn}<^A{K) = AH {see previous section), {fn-</>} has a weakly convergent subsequence.

Then </> e W(G) (note <pa = Ofora$ TT1).

Proof. Let {/,}<=£= \Ja Ba, with /„ e Ban, n= 1, 2, 3,.... We must show that

{/„•</>} has a weakly convergent subsequence. There are two possibilities for {<*„}:

(1) There are infinitely many distinct cosets dn <g) TT1. That is, there exists a

subsequence fn) such that the sets cr(fn¡-</>)<^an¡®Hl are all disjoint. Then

/„ ■</> i-> 0 weakly by Theorem 3.7.
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(2) Infinitely many an e a <g> H1, some aeG. Thus there is a bounded sub-

sequence/^ in Av, where r=Ta (recall Theorem 2.6). By Theorem 2.8, there exist

gx, ■ ■., gm e Ar and functions /¡¡3 e AH, and M<oo, such that fn¡ = 2~.T= i hXjgj, and

ll^ulU^Af, all i,j. By successively extracting subsequences from {hx¡},{h2j},

..., {hmj} and reindexing, we obtain 4>u ■ ■ -, <l>m e ^""(H1) such that hu-cbfa. 4>i

weakly, i=l,.. .,m. The map t/ih+gfib on Sf"° is strongly, hence weakly con-

tinuous, thus

m j      m

fn,-<p= 2 gi-inn-<t>)-^ 2 Sr'l'i   weakly.    Q
i = i > = i

Corollary 3.9. If W(K)?2"°(K) then Wfafa^fa). If Ji(K)+W(K) then

Ji(G)+ W(G). (Recallfrom [6] that Jt(Gfa W(G).)

Corollary 3.10. If G has an infinite abelian image, then J((G) + W(G) / <£™(G).

Proof. If K is an infinite compact abelian group, then Jt(K)í W(ÍC)¥=£"°(K)

(see [3, Chapter 4] and [6]).    D

Remark 3.11. In [4] we show that W^T+Jffa) for any infinite compact

group G. In [5] we show that M(G) # W(G) for any compact group G which

contains an infinite abelian subgroup.
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